
Specifications

This fan deck collection has all 1950 NCS

Original colours sorted by hue or nuance. Nine

fan decks in small format are included where

each sample can be fanned out to make it easy

to try different colour combinations. The sample

format makes it a useful pocket-sized tool. NCS

Block also includes a Colour Mask for improved

colour assessment and selection.

Content (*)

- Fan decks, small format (9)

- Colour Mask (1); for improved colour

assessment and selection

- Colour Design Brochure in English (1)

- Layout options: Hue or nuance sorted

* Number of products

Size and Weight

- Product Size: 70 x 128 x 345 mm (H x W x L)

- Gross Weight: 2.25 kg- Sample Size: 35 x 104

mm

Material

- Paper: 200 g, Sappi Profi Gloss

 Sample: SemiMatt, gloss level 1520 in 60°
(smaller/larger samples can be ordered

separately, also in Glossy finish)

- Print Layout: Fully Coated; 1 colour / page;

NCS Notation printed on the reverse of each

colour sample

Package

- Product: Samples are placed in a black box to

prevent daylight damage

- Shipping: Special cardboard outer carton

Production

NCS Quality Level 1, based on NCS Quality

Management System, certified against ISO

9001:2008

NCS BLOCK

A box filled with nine pocket-sized fan decks sorted by hue or

nuance, making it a useful tool when identifying, selecting and

comparing colours.

The small fan decks are easy to carry with you and can be placed against

different surfaces for colour identification and comparison. Using NCS Block

allows you to view the colour samples separately and in larger format to

simplify colour combination selections. The hue and nuance sorting makes it

practical to choose only one or some of the fan decks with hues or nuance of

choice instead of carrying one large, weighty fan deck with all colours. The

nuance sorting is especially popular among those who work with patterns and

contrasts to quickly find matching colours.

719 EUR

Industry Orders

NCS Colour marketing and sales tools can be ordered by volume for immediate

delivery or well ahead of time, i.e. pre-order allowing for lower pricing.

Contact us

Distributors

Careers

Environmental commitment
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